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THE DETERMINANTS OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED 
ECONOMY DEVELOPMENT – THE FUNDAMENTAL 
ASSUMPTIONS

Abstract: The goal of this paper is to identify the most important determinants of the KBE 
development. A special attention was paid to: education and human competences, innova-
tions, economic and institutional policies, and ICT (Information Communication Technol-
ogy), as they have been regarded as a foundation for the knowledge-based economy. This 
paper is addressed to representatives of enterprises, administrations, universities, and other 
parties who intend to participate actively in the KBE development.

Keywords: knowledge-based economy, ICT, education, human competences, innovations.

1. Introduction

Interest in knowledge as a socio-economic development factor is not a new phenom-
enon. Knowledge has been a subject of numerous studies for a long time. It is com-
monly agreed that economic development has always been based (to smaller of big-
ger extent) on knowledge, and economic achievements are recorded by countries 
which invested in science, research and created favourable conditions for innova-
tiveness. In the KBE, knowledge is of special importance. It plays more significant 
role than previous traditional factors, such as: land, labour, and capital. Knowledge 
has become the main factor of efficiency and economic growth, determining the 
competitiveness of particular enterprises [Kahin, Foray 2006; Leydesdorff 2006]. 
Attaining and processing information as well as creating new knowledge have devel-
oped into an important skill [Gabberty, Thomas 2007]. These competences are tight-
ly linked with the utilization of various ICT, which create the bases for the develop-
ment of innovative products and services [Hanna 2010a; Olszak, Ziemba 2008, 
2010].

The KBE, as a traditional economy, can be described from a macro- and micro-
economic perspective. In the first case, it means an economy which is characterised 
by the development of sectors connected with information processing, scientific de-
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The determinants of knowledge-based economy development 131

velopment and branches of industry classified as high technology [A New Econo-
my?… 2000]. It is an economy which is based directly on production, distribution 
and implementation of knowledge and information. In such an approach knowledge 
is understood as a product (a result of innovative operations) and a factor enhancing 
economic growth [Castells 1998; Conceição, Heitor, Lundvall 2003].

In the macroeconomic approach, the KBE is identified within an economy where 
the source of competitive advantage of enterprises lies in knowledge-intensive ven-
tures. Competition comes down to quick generation of innovative ideas, referring 
not only to products and services, but also to business processes, organisational mod-
els and environment, where organisations operate [Tapscott, Williams 2006; Hamel, 
Breen 2007]. 

Founding a knowledge-based economy (KBE), in the opinion of many experts, 
is the only effective strategy to improve competitiveness of countries, regions and 
enterprises in the global market. However, the KBE construction requires primordial 
changes in the way of conducting economic, educational and innovation policies as 
well as in the manner of governing: companies, cities and whole regions. In such 
a situation, conducting complex and interdisciplinary studies becomes a must in or-
der to understand determinants of the KBE development, obstacles to this develop-
ment, and conditions for accelerating it.

As it is visible, both in the macro- and microeconomic approach, the KBE means 
not only an intensive use of ICT, but first of all changing power and labour relation-
ships along with educational, organisational and cultural transformations [Kassicieh 
2010]. Hands-on experience and analyses of the national and international literature, 
as well as analyses of reports and expert opinions, show that the KBE development 
is determined by the following factors [Olszak, Ziemba 2011]:

development of education and improvement of human competences; –
strengthening of innovative potential; –
conductive economic and institutional policy;   –
development and effi cient use of ICT. –
In the consecutive points of this paper the above mentioned determinants of the 

KBE development are characterised. Their synthetic analysis has been conducted in 
the Polish context. This paper is addressed to representatives of enterprises, public 
administration offices, universities and other players who intend to participate ac-
tively in the KBE development.

2. Development of education and improvement 
of human competences

Education and training processes are the main subjects of analysis and research in 
the field of KBE [Araya, Peters (Eds.) 2010]. It is so because knowledge and com-
petence of employees determine innovativeness and competitiveness of enterprises, 
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regions and whole countries. Investment in the improvement of highly qualified staff 
has become a priority task. An appropriate educational system is indispensible in 
such a situation. Experience shows that the current way of education is inappropriate 
for new requirements and it needs to be redesigned. The present education is not 
flexible enough or oriented on knowledge reconstruction. It prefers acquiring proce-
dural and theoretical knowledge. In addition, the current education does not address 
market and environmental needs sufficiently. In contrast, in the KBE the employees 
are expected to display creativity, competence, inter-disciplinarity, ability to cooper-
ate in a multicultural environment, and ability to adjust quickly to fast-paced market 
changes. Consequently, employees often face the necessity to retrain, and change 
a job or profession. Life-long learning becomes indispensable. There is no such a 
thing as a life-long employment in the KBE, it often becomes informal, a period of 
employment interweaves with joblessness, retraining, etc.

In the KBE, the need for new professions and specialisations occurs, mainly 
referring to widely understood data transformation and ICT use [Tapscott, Williams 
2006]. It becomes a main priority to enhance the relations of schools, universities 
especially, with their environment, business and ICT sector. Knowledge gained at 
the universities should be verified and refined in practical implementation. However, 
scientific research is often conducted in isolation from everyday practice and does 
not meet economic needs. Many a time it is fragmentary and not carried by inter-
disciplinary teams.

Concerning the issue of educational development in the context of Polish condi-
tions, it should be stated that it requires a fundamental redevelopment and cannot be 
a mere imitation of educational systems in other countries. Although much has been 
done recently (e.g. in the scope of improvement of educational level structure, espe-
cially among studying youth), Poland is still characterised by a low ratio of higher 
education in relation to the number of inhabitants. In the coming future it would be 
advisable to focus on the qualitative development, aiming at educating for the needs 
of new professions, creative thinking development and practical utilization of gained 
knowledge. Undoubtedly, the expenditure on education should be increased, as now 
it amounts to just 5% of GDP. Close cooperation of an educational sector with busi-
ness is necessary as well as drawing up teaching curricula, where a special attention 
is paid to elasticity, team work, inter-disciplinarity, problem finding and solving, 
rather than the reproduction of the existing knowledge.

3. Strengthening of innovative potential

The further development of many countries, regions and companies will depend 
largely on the ability to innovate. It is necessary to create a system that will encou-
rage an effective use of existing and creation of new knowledge as well as undertak-
ing creative activity. Such a system should embrace research centres, universities, 
consulting companies, business and other organisations, which may reach out to 
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global knowledge resources, adopt this knowledge for local needs, and utilize it to 
create new knowledge and technologies [Llerena, Matt (Eds.) 2010].

The experience of countries, which achieved a success in the KBE development, 
proves that development of innovation is tightly connected with the role of a state. 
Help from a government may refer to following areas:

supporting diffi cult innovative undertakings of a higher fi nancial and organisa- –
tional risk;
creating appropriate legal and organisational support, enhancing innovation and  –
its further implementation and commercialisation;
creating a system of fi nancial incentives for authors of technical and organisa- –
tional innovations; 
promotion of innovative achievements in the economy. –
The solutions implemented on a macro-scale shape the effectiveness of KBE on 

the microeconomic scale, which is firstly visible in creating conditions for develop-
ment of innovative enterprises, therefore such enterprises are able to create, attain 
and absorb knowledge in order to generate: products, processes, organisational or 
managerial innovations as well as to adjust to the changes occurring in the environ-
ment. An important role in this respect is to be paid to management of particular 
companies. Also institutions such as: clusters, technological parks, entrepreneurship 
incubators, centres for technology and innovation transfer, and training-advisory 
centres should actively join the process of supporting and popularising entrepre-
neurship.

According to GUS (the Central Statistical Office) and EU research, the Polish 
innovativeness is in a poor condition and it is the weakest pillar of KBE [Adamowicz 
2007; Grudzewski, Hejduk 2008]. It is indicated by a proportionally low contribu-
tion of research-and-development institutions in the process of new products and 
technologies creation. There are just a handful of Polish patents, utility models and 
know-how solutions used outside the country. In particular, the innovativeness of 
small and medium enterprises as well as of the market services sector is very low. 
In contrast to EU countries, the innovative activities of Polish enterprises are mainly 
based on purchases of new technologies. Polish innovativeness is visibly underfund-
ed. The main source of financing of the R&D operations in Poland is the state bud-
get. Foreign financing plays a minor role. Hence, there is a deep need for increasing 
investments in research and development. While in other countries R&D amounts to 
about 3% of GDP (3.7% in Finland), in Poland it is merely 0.7% of GDP.

Poland needs to work out a long-term national strategy for innovative system de-
velopment. It is necessary to model a system which will allow for efficient dissemi-
nation of domestic as well as foreign knowledge. Chances for help in resolving these 
problems and implementing innovation are in international cooperation, participa-
tion in EU programmes, using various means for supporting regional development 
as well as in small and medium enterprises. The cooperation of all key participants 
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of an innovative process should be improved. These include universities, research 
institutions, design companies, and domestic and overseas enterprises.

4. Economic and institutional conditions

The KBE development requires a mature and long-term strategy on the public 
authorities side, and first of all deliberate economic policy of the government. These 
should enhance conditions favourable to the development of R&D, entrepreneurship 
and innovativeness among enterprises, strengthening legal property rights, etc. It 
turns out that obstacles in the KBE development are often of economic and institu-
tional character. There is also a lack of coherent and effective state policy in this 
respect. 

In Poland there are no economic instruments that would encourage companies 
towards implementation of entrepreneurship and innovativeness. Entrepreneurs have 
to face exceptionally complex and unstable legal regulations. In particular, the sector 
of small and medium enterprises (SME), which constitutes over 99% of all enter-
prises in the country, creates over a half of exports and nearly 60% of GDP as well as 
employs 65% of employees, is visibly neglected in the above respect. Polish SMEs 
clearly do not cope with the challenges of the KBE. A stable approach is missing 
even in the field of founding new enterprises. To compound the problem, even a fis-
cal policy is characterised by special restrictions as well as a high level of complex-
ity and stringency. Another limitation in the operation of most of Polish companies 
is a deficiency of equity capital, which in turn leads to poor creditworthiness. In 
such a situation, self-financing is the basic source of funds for investment in many 
enterprises.

If the KBE is to develop in Poland, a reform of financial system and creation 
of strong and effective system of innovation implementation, along with the R&D 
promotion, are needed. It is absolutely necessary to increase the capital investment in 
work in the field of scientific research, development and implementation and to cre-
ate financial incentives for authors of technical and organizational innovations. The 
state should support difficult innovative undertakings, especially those of a higher 
financial and implantation risk.

5. Development and efficient use of ICT 

Many a time it has been proven that ICT infrastructure is of strategic importance to 
many countries, regions or enterprises. It is apparent that ICT:

has a direct infl uence over the socio-economic development, contributing to the  –
improvement of work effectiveness and lowering operating costs;
creates new jobs, connected with a widely understood information/data process- –
ing;
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attracts investors and strategic partners as well as enhances attractiveness and  –
reliability of particular regions;
stimulates to setting up companies dealing with hard- and software;  –
as a sector, is tightly connected with other related sectors which can develop  –
more dynamically. 
In Poland, general guidelines for ICT infrastructure functionality have been 

specified within the National Strategy Framework, stating that it is necessary to un-
dertake the following steps [Strategia kierunkowa... 2005]: 

development of commonly accessible e-services in public administration, busi- –
ness and health care;
stimulation of development and creation of Polish digital resources on the Inter- –
net, especially resources of vital importance for a competitive position of Polish 
economy in the EU, entrepreneurship development along with an increase of 
social and economic cohesion;
development of ICT state infrastructure, particularly assuring common, broad- –
band access to the Internet and services rendered electronically; 
development of skills indispensable in an active and creative participation in  –
information society services, in particular adjustment of an educational system 
to the KBE needs.
As it has been often demonstrated, access to an ICT infrastructure is a necessary, 

although not sufficient, condition for an effective KBE development [Hanna 2009, 
2010b; Heeks 2008; Strategia rozwoju… 2009]. Equally important are the follow-
ing:

raising awareness of ICT and the Internet potential possibilities among enter- –
prises’ employees and citizens;
improving various digital skills; –
creating institutional and legal regulations for ICT development and implemen- –
tation;
involving the whole environment, especially local societies, in the development  –
of various initiatives and projects on implementation and promotion of ICT 
structure; and
continually monitoring the ICT infrastructure and its –  growth (e.g. launching new 
services).
Access to the Internet and various ICT facilitates the development of KBE. The 

Internet should be accessible for all citizens, both in their homes, places of work, and 
in public places (pubs, cafes, post offices, bus stops, surgery, culture centres, youth 
centres, shopping malls, etc.). 

Building fast, broadband computer networks and assuring physical access to the 
Internet alone are not enough to provide full participation in the KBE. It is necessary 
to develop awareness and knowledge on possible ICT implementations. The issue 
of access to new technologies should not be pondered as to have or have not various 
equipment, but as to have particular skills. It is worth paying attention to the need 
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of running a promotional campaign of ICT as well as digital services and content 
among different people, also those who do not perceive themselves as ICT potential 
users [Stanley 2003]. It is also good to remember that gaining elementary digital 
skills cannot be entirely based on training courses, organized by formal educational 
and training institutions. Taking an advantage of informal networks (such as com-
munities of learning) should be foreseen. 

In order to build the KBE many indispensable economic, legal and other regula-
tions are required. These should encourage citizens, enterprises and offices to set 
off for innovative undertakings, self-development, entrepreneurship, e-learning and 
learning various information technologies. In addition, an ICT infrastructure deve-
lopment for KBE requires constant monitoring and adjustment to the ever-changing 
economic and social needs as well as respecting the terms and conditions for inter-
operability. It is connected with the use of unified standards of data description, the 
rules for documentation exchange and data archiving (not only on the domestic but 
also international level). Interoperability lays foundations for unlimited information 
exchange within the global resources and running efficient communication [Kamal, 
Themisrocleous, Morabito 2008].

In comparison with other countries, the Polish ICT infrastructure is poorly de-
veloped. There are still patches on the map of Poland where access to the broadband 
Internet is hindered. The average number of reports on lack of access to the Internet 
from the whole country per 10,000 households amounts to 34.11. The Internet ac-
cess costs are ones of the highest in Europe. The level of development of services, 
such as e-administration, e-healthcare and e-education, is unsatisfying. The use of 
e-signature is marginal. Investments connected with the e-business and e-commerce 
development are necessary. However, the on-line banking has been developing well, 
and it is used by 14 million of people. There are over eight million of active users, 
performing at least one operation a month. One and a half of Polish entrepreneurs 
use e-banking.

6. Conclusions

Closing the above considerations, it should be noted that the KBE development is 
a deeply contingent, of a holistic nature, economic, social, political, scientific, cultural 
and technological process. The KBE ought to be perceived from different angles si-
multaneously and its creation requires integrated, sometimes even syncretic, ap-
proach to its particular pillars. As the basic pillars, the following should be included:

innovations (the existing knowledge effective diffusion and exploitation, exploi- –
tation of new knowledge, creation of product, process, marketing and organisa-
tional innovations),
education (creates and transfers knowledge, builds the human capital capable of  –
active participation in the KBE development, both on the part of its designers 
and benefi ciaries), 
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economic and institutional solutions (supplies stimuli and sets procedures for  –
effective use of existing or creation of new knowledge as well as encourages 
entrepreneurship),
ICT (allows for attaining, creating, governing, processing, transferring and often  –
implementing knowledge).
The concept of KBE is often equated with such terms as: digital economy, net-

work economy, e-economy. But this point of view is, in our opinion, rather dubious. 
We believe that ICT is one of the most important pillars of KBE. 

The main beneficiaries of KBE are companies, and increasingly the use of ICT 
revolutionizes the way of conducting business. The analysis of the ICT use, especial-
ly the Internet in the Silesian enterprises, particularly in the context of KBE develop-
ment, is presented in our next paper entitled “The determinant of knowledge-based 
economy development – ICT use in the Silesian enterprises”.
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DETERMINANTY ROZWOJU GOSPODARKI 
OPARTEJ NA WIEDZY – PODSTAWOWE ZAŁOŻENIA

Streszczenie: Celem artykułu jest zdefiniowanie najważniejszych determinant rozwoju go-
spodarki opartej na wiedzy (KBE). Za kluczowe dla rozwoju KBE uznano: rozwój edukacji 
i doskonalenie kompetencji ludzi, wzmocnienie potencjału innowacyjności, politykę ekono-
miczno-instytucjonalną oraz rozwój i racjonalne wykorzystanie technologii informacyjno-
-komunikacyjnej (ICT). Czynniki te zostały szczegółowo opisane i odniesione do sytuacji 
w Polsce. Artykuł jest adresowany do przedsiębiorstw, jednostek administracji publicznej, 
uczelni oraz innych jednostek, które powinny aktywnie uczestniczyć w rozwoju gospodarki 
opartej na wiedzy.

Słowa kluczowe: gospodarka oparta na wiedzy, ICT, edukacja, kompetencje ludzi, 
innowacje.




